
There’s a lot more to a Field View Task
than meets the eye

This is the third post in Viewpoint’s new blog series by Richard Scott focusing on the Value of
Mobile Field Technology.

Punch, Snag, Action, Defect, Outstanding Work, Variation, Safety, Damage; there are many ways
our customers put our task management tools to work. In this blog, we’ll take a look at the key
aspects of Viewpoint For Field View’s tasks management capability and introduce some of the
principles which differentiate our approach to managing tasks at an operational level whilst
ensuring the data integrity our customers need to drive business intelligence.

Instructing “Someone”, to go “Somewhere” and do “Something” and keeping track of that
request is the essence of task management. In its simplest form, this could be a verbal instruction
followed up a few days later with a statement like “Have you done that?” This type of uncontrolled
and unaudited practise still has its place in the dynamic world of a live construction project, but
when the number of tasks you’re required to track starts running into thousands, it’s just not an
option to do this. That’s why when the Field View team were first asked to improve the snagging
process (or punch lists as our US colleague call it), we started by deconstructing the someone,
somewhere, something and thought carefully about how this could be captured quickly and easily
using a mobile device.

The “Someone” in the task management process is usually a specific sub-contractor but could
also be any other member of the project supply chain. Supply chain members in Field View are
defined using four key attributes, Package Name, Trade Discipline, Organisation Name and Role,
yet it’s not essential we encourage our customers to define these attributes at the business level.
Ensuring that all your projects use the same language is necessary for providing good quality
reporting and business intelligence. If your site teams describe the same discipline in multiple ways
then it affects your ability to accurately analyse data, deliver reports and determine performance.
For example, being consistent with terms like “Painter”, “Decorator”, “Painter & Decorator”,
“Finishes” or whatever term you use to describe the organisation that applies paint is important. A
supply chain members “Role” on the project determines what information their people can see and
what they are able to do when they use the Field View mobile app or when they logon to the
website. Field View project roles are configurable and allow very high level of control and fine
tuning of a supply chain members rights.

The “Somewhere” in the task management process is most frequently a zone, space or room
which is represented on a drawing. Field View requires a task to be assigned to a pre-defined
project element which can be defined either as a Location (as described above) or as an Asset, for
example an item of plant or equipment. It’s interesting to see that the thinking that was applied to
Field View is almost identical to some of the standards being defined for describing today’s BIM
data. In fact, so much so that project location and asset data contained within a model that has



been extracted to a COBie compliant spreadsheet can be imported directly into Field View and
used to populate Field View project geometry. We also recognised early on that our customers
work best within a visual world and we introduced the idea of marking up 2D construction drawings
over a decade ago. Field View has a unique approach to drawings called calibration. Drawing
calibration allows a 2D drawing to become spatially aware which enables a Field View user to drag
a task marker onto the drawing without having to pre-select a room space or zone, safe in the
knowledge that our app knows where the marker has been placed. QR codes can be used to
quickly select a specific location with the Field View app automatically zooming into the relevant
part of the drawing – ready for you to start working.

The “Something” in the task management process is managed using Field View common task
libraries and again, whilst not essential to the operation of the system, ensures that a task can be
raised with the minimum amount of user interaction or screen taps. Common task libraries allow
standard operational issues for a supply chain member to be pre-defined and applied across all
projects and new library items can be added on the fly whilst out on site.

Field View tasks are user-definable which means that our customer are able to engineer their task
management system to an exact specification which is applied throughout their organisation or if
necessary, create a specific task definition to meet a special project need. Task specifications are
version controlled, so changes made are reflected immediately throughout your business and user
community.

Workflow

Finally, any Field View task will have a workflow. A workflow is a predefined sequence of status
and colour coding that determine the stage of the task within the corrective action lifecycle. For
example, a punchlist task may have a four state workflow defined as “Open”, “Available for
Inspection”, “Rejected” & “Closed”. Each workflow status has attributes of its own which can be set
to determine whether tasks with that status remain available on the mobile application, or if picture
media should be archived to optimise device memory. Task workflow status also works alongside
supply chain role allowing our customers to fine tune what project supply chain members can see
and what task status they are able to assign. We also maintain a full task workflow audit trail so you
can look back to see who updated a task workflow, when it happened, and if it occurred via the
web or on the mobile app.

So, there really is a lot more to a Field View Task than meets the eye and this is because our task
management system is the result of over 15 years of feedback from operational teams who are
using our tools in the field and business users who manage the data we create. This is why Field



View is a lot more than just a punch list tool -it’ a sophisticated and comprehensive task
management system.
So, I hear you say “This sounds very complicated and a whole lot of work to set-up”. Well it can be
if you need to engineer a bespoke task management solution designed to meet the needs of a
specific client or project. But if not, the chances are you will be able to use one of the many out-of-
the-box Task and Workflow definitions and apply a Standard Project Role to fast-tracking your
configuration and set-up.


